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ABSTRACT

Rainfall and convective properties of tropical cyclones (TCs) are statistically quantified for different TC

intensity change categories by using Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) data from December

1997 to December 2008. Four 24-h future intensity change categories are defined: rapidly intensifying (RI),

slowly intensifying, neutral, and weakening. It is found that RI storms always have a larger raining area and

total volumetric rain in the inner core. The maximum convective intensity in the inner core is not necessarily

more intense prior to undergoing an RI episode than a slowly intensifying, neutral, or weakening episode.

Instead, a minimum threshold of raining area, total volumetric rain, and convective intensity in the inner core

is determined from theRI cases examined in this study. The following necessary conditions forRI are found in

the inner core: total raining area . 3000km2, total volumetric rain . 5000mmh21 km2, maximum near-

surface radar reflectivity . 40dBZ, maximum 20-dBZ (40 dBZ) echo height . 8 (4) km, minimum 85-GHz

polarization–corrected brightness temperature (PCT) , 235K, and minimum 10.8-mm brightness temper-

ature, 220K. To the extent that these thresholds represent all RI cases, they should be of value to forecasters

for ruling out RI. This study finds that total lightning activities in the inner core (outer rainband) have

a negative (positive) relationship with storm intensification.

1. Introduction

Understanding and predicting intensity changes,

especially rapid intensification, of tropical cyclones

(TCs) require some understanding of not only the

large-scale environment conditions but also the in-

ternal dynamical processes. Detailed observations of

a storm’s internal dynamical field are relatively rarely

documented because of the difficulty in measuring

the three-dimensional wind fields. On the other hand,

there are abundant satellite observations available on

the convective and precipitation properties, which, in

turn, are influenced by large-scale processes such as

environmental interactions and ocean surface fluxes.

It has been well established that the necessary envi-

ronmental conditions of TC intensification and rapid

intensification include warmer sea surface temperatures,

higher low- to midtroposphere moisture, and lower

vertical wind shear (Merrill 1988; Kaplan et al. 2010).

However, Hendricks et al. (2010) found that the rapidly

intensifying (RI) and slowly intensifying (SI) cases

tend to happen in similar favorable environment

conditions. Therefore, they argued that RI is more likely

controlled by TC internal processes. Important internal

dynamic processes for TC development include spiral

rainband dynamics, asymmetric deep convection, eye/

eyewall mixing, and eyewall replacement cycles (Hendricks

2012). The vertical motion associated with these hori-

zontally small-scale processes has a convection and

precipitation signature in the inner core (IC) and rain-

band regions. So the quantification of convection and

precipitation properties in TCs can provide very useful

and perhaps crucial diagnostic information for un-

derstanding storm intensity variation.

Convective and precipitation properties in the inner

core are closely related to the latent heating release

that drives storm development. Previous observational
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studies have shown some relationships between TC

intensification and inner core rainfall and convective

properties such as rain rate (Rao and MacArthur 1994),

convective bursts (Steranka et al. 1986), ice scattering

signatures (Cecil and Zipser 1999), hot towers (Kelley

et al. 2004, 2005), and lightning activities (Lyons and

Keen 1994; Molinari et al. 1999). Many theoretical

studies have shown that a TC intensifies as the sym-

metric overturning circulation draws air from outer

radii above the boundary layer while conserving ab-

solute angular momentum (Ooyama 1969; Smith 1981;

Shapiro and Willoughby 1982). However, Montgomery

and Smith (2011) recently proposed that asymmetric

convection/heating was the preferred spinup mecha-

nism. Their argument was based on previous modeling

studies recognizing the importance of ‘‘vortical hot

towers’’ (VHTs) in the inner core to TC intensifica-

tion (Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery et al. 2006;

Nguyen et al. 2008). VHTs are also often referred to as

rotating deep convection. It is argued that this local

vorticity-rich deep convection plays a very important

role in TC intensification through interacting with

the parent vortex as the parent vortex intensifies.

Although numerical model simulations have shown

evidence of VHTs throughout the whole TC inten-

sification process from depression stage all the way

to major hurricane stage, including RI periods (e.g.,

Nguyen et al. 2008), observational evidence of VHTs

is mainly reported in the very early stages (mainly

depression) of TC development (e.g., Reasor et al.

2005; Sippel et al. 2006; Houze et al. 2009; Bell and

Montgomery 2010). Extending the earlier work on two-

dimensional and quasi-steady symmetric intensifica-

tion, Nolan and Grasso (2003) and Nolan et al. (2007)

used a three-dimensional framework to show the non-

hydrostatic unsteady symmetric response of the trop-

ical cyclone–like vortex to the evolving asymmetries.

They found that the symmetric response to the asym-

metric motions was much smaller than the symmetric

response to the azimuthally averaged heating. This

suggests that asymmetric intense convection cells (e.g.,

hot towers) do not play any specific role in intensi-

fication other than to the extent to which they add to

the symmetric mean heating.

Fewer studies are documented with a focus on RI. It is

still not clear whether the symmetric heating or asym-

metric heating is more important to RI. Jiang (2012)

compared the satellite-observed convective properties

[i.e., radar reflectivity profiles, infrared (IR) cloud-top

temperature, and passive microwave ice scattering

signature] in the inner core for 24-h future rapidly in-

tensifying, slowly intensifying, neutral (N), slowly weak-

ening, and rapidly weakening storms. To partially test the

VHT theory, the hypothesis of Jiang (2012) was that the

existence of hot towers (defined as maximum 20-dBZ

echo height $ 14.5-km radar) in the inner core is the

sufficient condition for RI. Jiang found that both the

probability of RI and the probability of slowly in-

tensifying increase, and both the probability of slowly

weakening and probability of rapidly weakening de-

crease for samples with hot towers in the inner core.

However, the increases in probabilities for intensify-

ing and decreases for weakening are not substantial.

Therefore, Jiang (2012) argued that hot towers are nei-

ther necessary nor a sufficient condition for RI. The

analysis of Jiang (2012) RI focused on convective in-

tensity properties in the inner core, especially on hot

towers.

Kieper and Jiang (2012) demonstrated that a pre-

cipitative ring pattern around the TC center is a very

good predictor of RI. The ring was seen from the 37-GHz

passive microwave observations for numerous TCs that

were undergoing RI. From simultaneous radar vertical

cross sections, the inner edge portion of the ring is nearly

100% closed surrounding the TC center and mainly

consists of shallow precipitation from near or below the

freezing level to the surface. The outer edge portion of

the ring could have asymmetric intense convection

(i.e., hot towers) embedded within the ring. This outer

edge portion of intense convection is highly asym-

metric. The results of Kieper and Jiang (2012) strongly

support the theory that the symmetric heating is more

efficient at spinning up a cyclone than asymmetric

heating. Kieper and Jiang (2012) suggest that a partic-

ular condition that is necessary for RI is widespread

precipitation with high total volumetric precipitation in

the inner core. They demonstrated that the ring and

favorable environment condition together could be the

nearly sufficient condition for RI. However, their study

focused on the predictive power of the ring pattern. No

quantitative analysis was documented for the threshold

of the particular inner core necessary condition for RI.

The first purpose of this study is to quantitatively

demonstrate that the large raining area and high total

volumetric rain in the inner core is a necessary condi-

tion for RI. Moderate convective intensity will be

demonstrated to occur simultaneously under this con-

dition. Using 11 years of Tropical Rainfall Measur-

ing Mission (TRMM) satellite data, a set of minimum

values in terms of rainfall and convective properties

will be determined in order to describe this particular

necessary condition for RI. Directly applicable to radar

and satellite observational data, these minimum values

will provide a simple and useful tool for forecasters to

rule out RI. Like the well-accepted 268C sea surface

temperatures necessary for TC formation, in this paper
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we search for a necessary RI condition,1 which could

have very useful forecasting applications.

DeMaria et al. (2012) examined the relationships

between lightning activity and RI using 6 years ofWorld

Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) data for

TCs in the Atlantic and eastern North Pacific Oceans.

Surprisingly, they found that rapidly weakening TCs have

larger lightning density in the inner core (0–100 km)

than RI storms, and the lightning density in the rain-

band regions (200–300 km) is higher for storms that

rapidly intensified in the following 24 h. However, as

indicated by DeMaria et al. (2012), the fixed radius

distance used in their study caused some structure loss,

especially when studying a large sample of TCs with

various storm sizes (e.g., Atlantic versus northwestern

Pacific storms). A question resulting from this data is

whether their results hold true when using a more ap-

propriate method to separate inner core and rainband

regions. The second purpose of this study is to study

the relationship between lightning and RI for different

TC regions.

Jiang et al. (2013, hereafter JRC) document the dis-

tributions of convective and rainfall properties in TC

inner cores and rainbands in the dataset used here. To

account for varying TC sizes, JRC manually separated

inner core, inner rainband (IB), and outer rainband

(OB) regions for all the TRMM satellite TC overpasses

from December 1997 through December 2008. The

separation is based on convective structure, such as the

horizontal fields of radar reflectivity and passive mi-

crowave ice scattering. In this study, particular TRMM-

derived rainfall and convective parameters to be examined

include raining area, rain rate, total volumetric rain, radar

reflectivity, passive microwave brightness temperature at

85 and 37GHz, IR cloud-top brightness temperature, and

lightning flash counts. The organization of the remainder

of the paper is as follows. The data and methodology are

briefly described in section 2. The distributions of these

rainfall and convective properties as a function of dif-

ferent TC intensity change categories are presented in

section 3. A series of necessary conditions for RI in terms

of these inner core properties are also presented in sec-

tion 3. Discussions are provided in section 4 and conclu-

sions in section 5.

2. Data and methodology

a. TRMM TC data

The same dataset from the TRMM Tropical Cyclone

Precipitation Feature (TCPF) database (Jiang et al.

2011) is used in this study as in JRC. It includes global

TCs that were observed by the TRMM satellite from

December 1997 through December 2008. The catego-

rization of IC, IB, and OB regions in TRMM TC over-

passes is described in section 2a of JRC. As in JRC,

two sets of samples are used in this study in order to

maximize the sample size and use the unique three-

dimensional observations from the radar: one is from

TRMM overpasses within the TRMM Microwave Im-

ager (TMI) swath, and the other is within the Pre-

cipitation Radar (PR) swath. The selection of TRMM

overpasses is described in section 2c of JRC. In this

study, TRMM-derived parameters selected for the

analysis of TC samples in the TMI swath include mini-

mum 85-/37-GHz polarization–corrected brightness tem-

peratures (PCTs; Spencer et al. 1989; Cecil et al. 2002);

minimum 11-mm brightness temperature TB11; per-

centage of pixels with 85-GHz PCT less than 250 and

225K; 2A12 (Kummerow et al. 1996) conditionally

mean rain rate, raining area, and total volumetric rain;

and lightning flash counts. The term TB11 is observed by

the TRMM Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIRS), and

lightning flash counts are observed by the Lightning

Imaging Sensor (LIS) on TRMM. All other parameters

are observed by the TMI. The swath widths of VIRS and

LIS are similar to that of TMI, while the PR has a much

narrower swath. Parameters selected for the analysis of

samples in the PR swath include a vertical profile of

maximum radar reflectivity; maximum near-surface re-

flectivity; maximum height of 20-, 30-, and 40-dBZ radar

echo; and 2A25 (Iguchi et al. 2000) conditionally mean

rain rate, raining area, and total volumetric rain. All

these parameters are observed by the PR. Section 2d of

JRC provided a review of the physical meanings of these

parameters and how they are referred to as convective

and rainfall proxies.

JRC compared the convective and rainfall properties

among IC, IB, and OB regions in terms of large pre-

cipitation features. However, in this study each TRMM

overpass (i.e., each storm) is assigned a single value of

rainfall and convective parameters for IC, IB, and OB

regions, respectively. Since multiple features usually

exist in the IC, IB, or OB region of one TC, we consider

this storm-based approach to be more appropriate for

studying TC intensity changes. The number of TMI

(PR) TC overpasses used in this study is 2712 (1100).

The geographic distributions of these overpasses are

given in Fig. 1. For parameters other than lightning

1 It would be ideal to search for both necessary and sufficient

conditions. However, results from this study and other previous

studies indicate that no sufficient condition exists for RI in terms of

the storm convective and rainfall properties only. It is possible to

find some ‘‘nearly sufficient condition’’ if combining both envi-

ronmental and storm internal parameters, which is beyond the

topic of this study.
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flashes, only the inner core region is examined for the

relationships with TC intensity changes. For lightning

activities, both inner and rainbands are investigated to

compare with the results of DeMaria et al. (2012).

b. Selection of TC intensity change categories

The TCPF database includes all intensity stages of

TCs that reached tropical storm intensity level or above

at least once in their lifetime. Therefore, each individual

TRMM overpass included here could be at tropical

depression, tropical storm, or hurricane stage. The 24-h

future storm intensity and intensity change corre-

sponding to each overpass are interpolated from the 6-h

best-track data from the National Hurricane Center

(NHC) for TCs in the North Atlantic and eastern North

Pacific basins and from the Joint Typhoon Warning

Center (JTWC) for TCs in other basins. The TMI and

PR swath samples are separated into four intensity

change categories: RI, SI, N, and weakening (W). Table 1

lists the four intensity change categories, along with the

range and sample size. The threshold for each category is

defined by following Jiang (2012).

Table 2 shows the distribution of the different in-

tensity change samples as a function of the initial TC

intensity. For both TMI and PR swath samples, storms

that are initially of tropical storm intensity account for

the largest percentage of RI cases while category 1–2

hurricanes contribute the next largest percentage. Gen-

erally, the RI probability for tropical storms is greater

than that of hurricanes. Both tropical depressions and

tropical storms account for a larger percentage of slowly

intensifying cases, while category 1–2 hurricanes account

for most of the weakening cases. In terms of different TC-

prone basins (Table 3), RI cases are found most in the

northwestern Pacific and least in the northern Indian

Ocean. Note that the distribution as a function of dif-

ferent basins is similar for different intensity change

categories.

3. Results

a. Rainfall

Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution functions

(CDFs) of TMI 2A12 (Kummerow et al. 1996) and PR

2A25 (Iguchi et al. 2000) raining area, volumetric rain,

and conditionally mean rain rate in the inner core region

for different intensity change storms. Significance tests

using the unequal variance t-test method have been

FIG. 1. Locations of TRMM (a) TMI and (b) PR swath TC overpasses used in this study. The

number of orbits is provided within the panels.

TABLE 1. Definition of RI, SI, N, and W intensity change cate-

gories and respective TMI- and PR-observed TC overpasses. The

terms ymax and ymax24 are the current (at the TRMM observation

time) and future 24-h maximum wind speed intensity of the storm.

Category Max wind speed range (kt)

TC overpasses

TMI PR

RI ymax24 2 ymax $ 30 181 64

SI 10 # ymax24 2 ymax , 30 779 316

N 210 , ymax24 2 ymax , 10 1183 490

W ymax24 2 ymax # 210 569 230

Total 2712 1100

TABLE 2. The distribution of different intensity change samples

as a function of different initial TC intensities [i.e., tropical de-

pression (TD), tropical storm (TS), category 1–2 (CAT12) and 3–5

(CAT35) hurricanes] for TMI and PR swath samples.

Category

TMI swath PR swath

TD TS CAT12 CAT35 TD TS CAT12 CAT35

RI 31 83 63 4 9 32 21 2

SI 312 306 114 47 127 120 48 21

N 502 395 184 102 200 166 86 38

W 8 188 215 158 4 73 87 66
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done to test the differences of these rainfall parameters

for RI versus other intensity change groups. The results

show that the differences for raining area and volumetric

rain are statistically significant at the 99.99% level, while

the differences for rain rate are statistically significant at

the 95% level. From Fig. 2, it is obvious that storms that

will undergoRI always have larger raining area and total

volumetric rain in the inner core region than storms that

will slowly intensify, be neutral, or weaken. Note that

the x axes of Figs. 2a, 2b, 2d, and 2e are in log scale;

therefore the difference is large even for small spacing

among the curves. From Fig. 2, it is also interesting

to observe that the minimum values (when the CDFs

start to become greater than 0%) of raining area and

volumetric rain for RI storms aremuch larger than those

corresponding minimum values for storms in other in-

tensity change categories. For example, the minimum

value of inner core 2A12 and 2A25 raining area (volu-

metric rain) is about 3000 km2 (5000mmh21 km2) for RI

storms, but only reaches 100 km2 (100mmh21 km2) for

storms in other intensity change stages. This quantita-

tively confirms the finding of Kieper and Jiang (2012)

that a particular condition necessary for RI is wide-

spread precipitation with high total volumetric pre-

cipitation in the inner core. A minimum threshold of

raining area and total volumetric rainfall amount in the

TABLE 3. The distribution of different intensity change samples as a function of different TC basins [i.e., Atlantic Ocean (ATL), eastern

central Pacific Ocean (EPA), northwestern Pacific Ocean (NWP), northern Indian Ocean (NIO), southern Indian Ocean (SIO), and

South Pacific Ocean (SPA)] for TMI and PR swath samples.

Category

TMI swath PR swath

ATL EPA NWP NIO SIO SPA ATL EPA NWP NIO SIO SPA

RI 26 23 72 7 3 15 11 6 30 0 12 5

SI 137 91 291 36 160 64 65 33 121 16 50 31

N 239 211 322 53 276 82 114 77 134 16 122 27

W 96 127 166 15 113 52 40 53 71 5 40 21

FIG. 2. CDFs of TMI-derived 2A12 (a) raining area, (b) volumetric rain, and (c) conditionally mean rain rate, and PR-derived

2A25 (d) raining area, (e) volumetric rain, and (f) conditionally mean rain rate in the inner core of TCs in different intensity change

stages.
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inner core has to be reached before a storm undergoes RI.

The necessary conditions for RI found from Fig. 2 include

that 1) total raining area in the inner core region is greater

than 3000km2 (Figs. 2a,d), and 2) the total volumetric

rain in the inner core is greater than 5000mmh21 km2

(Figs. 2b,e).

Unlike raining area and volumetric rain, the condi-

tionally mean rain rate in the inner core is an indicator of

precipitation intensity. From Figs. 2c and 2f, although in

the lower rain-rate spectrum (,7.5mmh21) the CDFs

show that RI storms have higher conditionally mean

rain rate in the inner core than storm in other inten-

sity change categories, in the higher rain-rate spectrum

($9.5mmh21) RI storms have lower conditionally mean

rain rate in the inner core. No necessary conditions for RI

in terms of conditionally mean rain rate in the inner core

are found. The rainfall and raining area estimates from

the TMI 2A12 and PR 2A25 are independent retrievals.

It is not surprising that differences exist between TMI-

derived 2A12 and PR-derived rainfall retrievals because

of the discrepancy inherent within the PR 2A25 and TMI

2A12 algorithms. For example, the PR 2A25 rain rates

(Fig. 2f) have much greater values in the high end of the

CDF than those in the TMI 2A12 rain rates. However,

similarities between 2A12 and 2A25 raining area and

volumetric rain produce the same necessary condition

for RI.

b. Convective intensity proxies: Brightness
temperatures and vertical profiles of radar
reflectivity

As described in JRC, low values of 85- and 37-GHz

PCT tend to indicate strong ice scattering signatures,

and low values of IR TB11 indicate higher cloud tops.

Therefore, all these parameters can be used as convec-

tive intensity proxies. Significance tests using the un-

equal variance t-test method have been done to test the

differences of the minimum 37- and 85-GHz PCTs,

minimum IR TB11, and percentages of inner core area

with 85-GHz PCT less than 250 and 225K convective

parameters for RI versus other intensity change groups.

The results show that the differences for all parameters

but the minimum 37-GHz PCT are statistically sig-

nificant at the 95% level. The CDFs of the minimum

85-GHz PCT, minimum IR TB11, and percentages of

inner core area with 85-GHz PCT less than 250 and 225K

in the inner core for storms in different intensity change

stages are presented in Fig. 3. It is seen from Figs. 3a and

FIG. 3. CDFs of (a) minimum 85-GHz PCT (K), (b) minimum TB11 (K), and percentages of inner area with 85-GHz

PCT less than (c) 250 and (d) 225K in the inner core of TCs in different intensity change stages.
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3b that at a weaker convective spectrum (i.e., minimum

85-GHz PCT greater than ;150K, minimum 37-GHz

PCT greater than ;250K, and minimum TB11 greater

than 180–185K) RI storms have a stronger ice scattering

signature and higher cloud top in the inner core than

storms in the other three intensity change categories,

and slowly intensifying storms show much stronger

convective intensity than neutral and weakening storms.

However, at the stronger convective spectrum, no sig-

nificant difference among different intensity change

categories is seen in the distributions of these convective

parameters. This indicates that RI storms do not nec-

essarily have the strongest convection in the inner core.

Similar to Fig. 2, it is also interesting to observe that

the maximum values (when the CDFs reach 100%) of

the minimum 85-GHz PCT and IR TB11 for RI storms

are much lower than those corresponding maximum

values for storms in other intensity change categories.

For example, the maximum value of minimum 85-GHz

PCT (IR TB11) is about 235K (220K) for RI storms

but reaches 280K (260–280K) for storms in other in-

tensity change stages. This indicates that a minimum

threshold of convective intensity in the inner core has to

be reached before a storm undergoes RI. The minimum

convective intensity might be a symptom of the mini-

mum raining area and total volumetric rain condition for

RI found in Fig. 2. Whether it is true or not, the neces-

sary convective intensity condition for RI derived from

Figs. 3a and 3b are that 1) minimum 85-GHz PCT in the

inner core is less than ;235K and 2) minimum IR TB11

in the inner core is less than ;220K. A threshold of

250K for the 85-GHz PCT is considered an indicator of

moderate rain (Spencer et al. 1989; Mohr and Zipser

1996a,b), and 85-GHz PCT less than 225K has been

used as a criterion of convection (McGaughey et al.

1996; Mohr and Zipser 1996a,b). Therefore, the 235K

threshold of minimum 85-GHz PCT found here repre-

sents moderate-to-heavy rain. The traditional way to

define deep convection from IR measurements is find-

ing pixels with brightness temperatures colder than a

given temperature threshold from IR images. This

threshold could be 208K (Mapes and Houze 1993; Hall

and Vonder Haar 1999), 210K (Zuidema 2003), 218K

(Machado et al. 1998), or the cold point tropopause tem-

perature (Gettelman et al. 2002). As shown in Gettelman

et al. (2002), the cold point tropopause temperature over

the tropics varies between 180 and 206K. The base of

the tropopause region is about 215K. Therefore, the

220K of IR TB11 represents convective clouds that are

close to, but not as deep as, overshooting convection

(i.e., hot towers). Minimum brightness temperatures are

extreme values that represent just one pixel in the inner

core. The percentage of area satisfying a given PCT

threshold is perhaps a more appropriate convective

proxy. Figure 3c indicates that the inner core of RI storms

contains a larger percentage of area with 85-GHz PCT

less than 250K (moderate rain), followed by slowly in-

tensifying, weakening, and neutral storms. This is also

generally true for the percentage of area with 85-GHz

PCT less than 225K (convection; Fig. 3d).

Vertical profiles of radar reflectivity can also be used

as a proxy of convective intensity. Figure 4 shows the

contoured frequency by altitude diagrams (CFADs;

Yuter andHouze 1995) of maximum radar reflectivity in

the inner core of TCs in different intensity change

stages. The same t-test method used in Fig. 2 has been

used here to test the statistical significance of the dif-

ferences of the maximum reflectivity at each level for RI

versus other intensity change groups. The results show

that the differences are statistically significant at the

95% level. FromFig. 4, we can see that the distribution is

highly concentrated around the median profile for

storms that will undergo RI, while a wider distribution is

seen for storms in other intensity change categories.

From Fig. 5, no significant difference is seen in the top

10% of maximum radar reflectivity profiles among

storms in different intensity change categories, except

that the weakening storms seem to have stronger re-

flectivities below the freezing level than RI storms. The

main reason is that a large fraction of weakening storms

has stronger initial intensity (i.e., 28% major hurricanes

and 38% category 1–2 hurricanes; Table 2). As shown in

JRC, stronger TCs, especially major hurricanes, have

much heavier near-surface rain rate and lower-level

reflectivities in the inner core, while extremely strong

convection (indicated by strong ice scattering signature

and upper-level radar reflectivity) is often seen in trop-

ical storms and depressions. As seen in Table 2, about

46% of RI storms are tropical storms and 17% of them

are tropical depressions. The median profile of RI

storms shows much higher reflectivities above 10 km

than storms in other intensity change categories. The

median height of maximum 20-dBZ echo reaches about

14.5 km for RI storms, while this value is only 12.5, 12,

and 11km for slowly intensifying, neutral, andweakening

storms, respectively. The biggest difference among dif-

ferent intensity change categories is in the bottom 10%of

inner core maximum reflectivity profiles. For RI storms,

the bottom 10% of the profile is much stronger than that

of other intensity change categories and is almost as

strong as the median profiles of neutral and slowly in-

tensifying storms. At near surface, the bottom 10% of

maximum reflectivity in the inner core of RI storms is

46dBZ, which is 8, 12, and 12 dBZ stronger than that of

slowly intensifying, neutral, and weakening storms, re-

spectively. The bottom 10% of maximum 20-dBZ echo
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height in the inner core of RI storms is 10 km, which is 2,

2, and 4km higher than that of slowly intensifying, neu-

tral, and weakening storms, respectively. Just as is dis-

cussed above, Figs. 4 and 5 indicate that a necessary

condition (i.e., a minimum threshold of convective inten-

sity in the inner core) has to be reached before a storm

undergoes RI.

The box and whisker plots in Fig. 6 represent the

distributions of maximum near-surface reflectivity, max-

imum heights of 20- and 40-dBZ radar echo in the inner

core. The top of the box represents the 75% percentile,

the center line the median, and the bottom of the box the

25% percentile. The whiskers extend out to the maxi-

mum or minimum value of the data or to 1.5 times either

the 75% or 25% percentile, if there are data beyond this

range. Outliers are plotted individually with circles. The

same t-test method as used in Fig. 2 has been used here

to test the statistical significance of the differences of

these radar parameters for RI versus other intensity

change groups. The results show that the differences are

statistically significant at the 99% level. The distributions

in Fig. 6 are much narrower for RI storms than those for

storms in other intensity change categories. For RI

storms, the maximum near-surface reflectivity in the

inner core never goes under 40 dBZ, and the maximum

heights of 20- and 40-dBZ radar echo in the inner core

never drop lower than 8 and 4 km, respectively. These

are the necessary conditions for RI.

c. Lightning

TRMM observations within the TMI swath (similar

swath width to LIS) are used in this section to compare

lightning characteristics in the inner core, inner rain-

band, and outer rainband regions for different intensity

change categories. Figure 7a shows the percentage of

TRMM TC overpasses with lightning in different TC

regions and intensity change categories. For the inner

core region with lightning, the percentage is the lowest

for storms that will undergo RI and the highest for

weakening storms. Only about 7% of RI storms have

FIG. 4. CFADs of maximum radar reflectivity in the inner core of TCs in (a) RI, (b) SI, (c) N, and (d) W intensity

change stages. Bottom 10th percentile (dashed lines), median (solid lines), and 90th percentile (dotted lines) of

vertical profiles of maximum radar reflectivity are shown in each panel.
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lightning in the inner core, while the percentage is about

11%–12% for storms in other intensity change cate-

gories. For the outer rainband region, the reverse re-

lationship is seen. The percentage of overpasses with

lightning in the outer rainband region is the highest for

RI storms (37%), followed by storms in slowly in-

tensifying (33%), neutral (25%), and weakening (20%)

categories.

Figure 7b shows the flash count per 2A12 raining area

for inner core, inner rainband, and outer rainband re-

gions of TCs in different storm intensity categories.

After normalizing the flash counts by 2A12 raining area,

lightning production in the inner core region is the

lowest for storms that will undergo RI, second lowest for

slowly intensifying storms, third lowest for weakening

storms, and highest for neutral storms. The lightning

density per raining area in the inner core for RI storms is

more than a factor of 2 smaller than that for neutral and

weakening storms. Generally, it is seen that the lightning

density per raining area in the inner core increases as the

rate of intensification decreases. In the inner rainband

region, the lightning density (per raining area) is the

highest for neutral storms and the lowest for weakening

storms, with RI and SI categories in between. In the

outer rainband region, the order is almost the reverse of

the inner core region. The lightning density per raining

area in the outer rainband region increases as the rate of

intensity change increases. In the outer rainband region,

storms that will undergo RI have the highest flash count

per raining area, while storms that will weaken have the

lowest flash density. Besides raining area, additional

parameters, such as the 2A12 volumetric rain, the area

of 85-GHz PCT less than 250K, and the area of 85-GHz

PCT less than 225K, are used to normalize the flash

counts. Similar to Fig. 7b, lightning density normalized

by these additional parameters in the inner core (outer

rainband) decreases (increases) as the rate of storm in-

tensification increases (not shown).

4. Discussions

Results in sections 3a and 3b indicate that RI storms

do not necessarily have more extremely intense con-

vection in the inner core than non-RI storms. Instead,

a minimum threshold of raining area, total volumetric

FIG. 5. Bottom 10th percentile (dashed lines), median (solid

lines), and 90th percentile (dotted lines) of vertical profiles of

maximum radar reflectivity in the inner core of TCs in different

intensity change stages.

FIG. 6. Box and whisker plots of 2A25 (a) maximum near-surface radar reflectivity, (b) maximum height of 20-dBZ radar echo, and

(c) maximum height of 40-dBZ radar echo in the inner core of TCs in different intensity change stages. The top of the box represents the

75% percentile, the center line the median, and the bottom of the box the 25% percentile. The whiskers extend out to the maximum or

minimum value of the data or to 1.5 times either the 75% or 25% percentile, if there are data beyond this range. Outliers are plotted

individually with circles.
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rain, and convective intensity in the inner core is de-

termined from the RI cases examined in this study. This

is consistent with the well-agreed observation by TC

forecasters and researchers that the storm must be well

organized before intensifying and RI. As indicated by

Figs. 2–6, the inner core region must be largely filled

with at least moderate convection and moderate-to-

heavy precipitation before RI. Some isolated asym-

metric hot towers might exist and make contributions to

the rapid intensification process in providing latent

heating, but the necessary condition of RI is not those

hot towers. As shown in Kieper and Jiang (2012), an

early indicator of RI is the symmetric precipitative ring

pattern around the storm center. Hot towers could be

within the ring, but for about 50% of the RI cases, the

ring, which occurs 24 h before RI, only contains shallow

convection and warm rain. The findings in this study,

along with those in Kieper and Jiang (2012), support

a well-established theoretical result that the symmetric

latent heating release is much more efficient for the

vortex intensification than asymmetric heating (e.g.,

Nolan et al. 2007).

Results in section 3c (Fig. 7) are consistent with

DeMaria et al. (2012), who showed that lightning den-

sity in the inner core of rapidly weakening storms is

larger than that of RI storms, and the lightning density in

the rainband regions is higher for RI storms. DeMaria

et al. (2012) tried to explain this behavior using the

different interaction of inner core and rainband with the

environmental shear. Our results in sections 3a and 3b

may help explain this from a different perspective. As

shown above, the necessary condition for RI includes

only moderate convective intensity and moderate-to-

heavy rainfall in the inner core. To increase the likeli-

hood of lightning, a fairly intense updraft is necessary to

loft liquid droplets into the mixed phase region and to

provide the supply of liquid hydrometeors, ice crystals,

and graupel (Rakov and Uman 2003; Saunders 2008).

The inner core region in RI storms is therefore not op-

timal to produce lightning. As hypothesized byDeMaria

et al. (2012), the interaction of the environmental shear

with the inner core potential vorticity (PV) is largely

responsible for the relationships between TC intensity

changes and lightning density. The environmental ver-

tical shear can tilt the inner core PV and induce asym-

metric intense convection, which is favorable for both

lightning and short-term storm intensification. However,

the negative effects of the vertical shear, and sometimes

the downdrafts and cold pools from the enhanced con-

vection, halt the short-term intensification.

On the other hand, the outer rainband region is

outside the core of high PV. As indicated by previous

studies (Molinari et al. 1994; Houze 2010; DeMaria

et al. 2012; JRC), the outer rainband region is similar

to the background environment. The lightning density

in that region is simply providing a measure of whether

or not the storm environment is favorable for atmo-

spheric convection. The result in Fig. 7 supports the

notion that for RI storms, the environment is more

favorable for outer rainband convection than that for

non-RI storms.

5. Conclusions

Using 11-yr TRMM passive microwave radiometer,

infrared, radar, and lightning data, this study has statis-

tically quantified the rainfall and convective properties

of tropical cyclones for different storm intensity change

categories. Four 24-h future intensity change categories

are defined as rapidly intensifying, slowly intensifying,

neutral, and weakening. The storm inner core, inner

rainband, and outer rainband regions were separated

manually based on convective structures by a previous

work presented in JRC.

FIG. 7. Percentage of TC overpasses with (a) lightning and (b) flash count per 2A12 raining area in IC, IB, and OB

regions of TCs in different intensity change stages.
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It is found that at a weaker convective spectrum, RI

storms have stronger ice scattering signature, higher

cold cloud top, stronger radar reflectivity profile, and

greater conditionally mean rain rate in the inner core

than non-RI storms. However, at a stronger convective

spectrum, the convective intensity in the inner core of

RI storms is not stronger than that of non-RI storms.

Instead, the inner core of RI storms has the lowest con-

ditionally mean rain rate in the higher rain-rate spectrum

(Figs. 2c,f) and the smallest near-surface radar reflectivity

at the 90% percentile of the radar reflectivity profile

(Fig. 5). The most important finding of this study is that

RI storms always have larger raining area and total vol-

umetric rain in the inner core.

All of these findings indicate that the maximum con-

vective intensity in the inner core is not necessarily more

intense prior to undergoing an RI episode than a slowly

intensifying, neutral, or weakening episode. Instead, a

minimum threshold of raining area, total volumetric

rain, and convective intensity in the inner core has to be

reached before a storm undergoes RI, at least for all the

RI examples in the database used in this study. The fol-

lowing necessary conditions of inner rainfall and con-

vective properties are found for RI: total raining area

. 3000km2, total volumetric rain . 5000mmh21 km2,

maximum near-surface radar reflectivity . 40dBZ, max-

imum 20-dBZ (40 dBZ) echo height . 8 (4) km, mini-

mum 85-GHz PCT , 235K, and minimum IR TB11

, 220K. These minimum values represent moderate-to-

heavy rainfall and moderate convection in the inner core

and are not commonly seen for all TCs. Therefore, the

predictive power of these necessary conditions is that

they will provide a simple and useful tool for forecasters

to rule out RI. This tool is directly applicable to radar and

satellite observations.

Above results are consistent with Jiang (2012), who

demonstrated that extremely intense convection (i.e.,

hot towers) in the inner core increases the chance of RI,

but the increase is not substantial. Similar to Kieper and

Jiang (2012), this study supports the symmetric in-

tensification mechanism proposed by previous studies,

which showed that the axisymmetric latent heating re-

lease is more crucial for the vortex intensification than

asymmetric heating (Ooyama 1969; Smith 1981; Shapiro

and Willoughby 1982; Nolan et al. 2007).

The lightning analysis in this study has shown that

the percentage of TRMM TC observations with light-

ning in the inner core decreases as the rate of storm

intensification increases. The percentage is the lowest

for storms that will undergo RI and the highest for

weakening storms. However, for the outer rainband

region, the reverse relationship is seen. The percentage

of overpasses with lightning in the outer rainband region

is the highest for RI storms (37%), followed by storms in

slowly intensifying (33%), neutral (25%), and weaken-

ing (20%) categories. The lightning density (per unit

raining area) shows a similar relationship to the storm

intensification. Overall, total lightning activities in the

inner core (outer rainband) have a negative (positive)

relationship with storm intensification. This is consistent

with DeMaria et al. (2012), who used an independent

lightning dataset and showed similar relationships.

This study treats all the global TCs together. The

quality of best-track data is different for different TC

basins. The quality of the North Atlantic best-track data

is much higher than many of the other basins because

of routine aircraft reconnaissance. Therefore, the best-

track quality could be a factor causing uncertainty in the

results. The preferred method is to treat each basin

separately. Unfortunately, since RI is a rare event, there

are not enough samples from TRMM to generate sta-

tistically significant results for individual basins yet.
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